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Artificial neural networks 



Artificial neuron 
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-  larger weight reflects that this input is more important 
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summatory function: 
sum up inputs with coefficients W 
 
 

y 

x1*w1+x2*w2+x3*w3 

-  x1...xn are inputs (information from outside or activations from other neurons) 

Could be 
rewritten in 

form of matrix 
multiplication: 

X*W 



Artificial neuron 
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summatory function: 
x1*w1+x2*w2+x3*w3 
 

activation function 

y 

output of a neuron y = f_activation(X * W)   



Linear activation function 
How will the output look like for this case? 

 

What is it remind you? 
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Actually, to get a multiple linear 
regression we need a bias. Let’s add it 
as dummy input 
 
So we can keep it as matrix multiplication 
X*W. Or you should add bias explicitly 
(X*W + b) 

x0 = 1 
 w0 

y = x1*w1 + x2*w2 + x3*w3 



Linear neuron 

For a one single linear neuron we can get optimal weights by hands... 
 

 

 

 

 

For multiple regression in matrix form:  
(XTX)−1XTY 



Perceptron  

A different type of artificial neuron. It has different activation function: 
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Perceptron as a decision-maker 
Will I visit grandma? 

Let’s say that input vector consists of 4 values: 

 bias: how much would you like to go to grandma in general 
whether your friends have invited you for hangout  

whether grandma have promised you to cook your favourite pie 
whether you are on diet  

 

A.  w=(−5, −1, 10, 0) 

B.  w=(4, −1, 1, 0) 

C.  w=(0, −10, 5, 2) 

D.  w=(2, −1, 15, −20) 

 

1.  a blogger, who pictures idealistic life 

2.  John, 6 y.o. 

3.  a mercantile pie lover 

4.  a party person 

the task is taken from https://stepik.org/course/401 



We need more types of neurons 

The right picture was taken from https://github.com/yandexdataschool/Practical_DL 



Sigmoid function  



Sigmoid neuron 



And more... 

The slide was taken from https://github.com/yandexdataschool/Practical_DL 





The picture was taken from  
3Blue1Brown youtube channel 



Let’s return to linear neuron. And train it. 

1.  Let’s initialize weights randomly 

2.  Feed forward (get prediction) : X*W = y_predicted 

3.  How much it differ from real y?  

 



J = sum ((y_predicted(i) - y(i))2 ) - a “loss function” 
J = sum ((X*W - Y)2 ) 

Gradient is a vector, which consists form 
partial derivatives: 

∇J 

Learning algorithm: 

α  - w_new = w 



Back propagation 

J = sum ((y_predicted(i) - y(i))2 ) = sum ((X*W - Y)2 ) 

To get gradient, we need to take derivative dJ/dw, 

which is a derivative of the composite function, so, use chain rule: 

 ∂J/∂w = ∂J/∂y_predicted * ∂y_predicted/∂ativation_function * 
∂ativation_function/∂ W  



Back propagation 

The slide was take from 
https://stepik.org/course/
401 



The slide was taken from https://github.com/yandexdataschool/Practical_DL 



Back propagation 



Different gradient descent algorithms 

Let’s use momentum to train faster. 
Idea: move towards “overall gradient direction”, not just current gradient. 

 

The slide was taken from https://github.com/yandexdataschool/Practical_DL 



Loss functions 

●  MSE: 
sum((y_predicted - y)2) / y.size 

●  Cross-entropy: 

 

 

 

 

 

and more here http://ml-cheatsheet.readthedocs.io/en/latest/loss_functions.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



PyTorch and other frameworks 



The slide was taken from https://github.com/yandexdataschool/Practical_DL 



Deep learning frameworks 

The slide was taken from https://github.com/yandexdataschool/Practical_DL 







The slide was taken from https://github.com/yandexdataschool/Practical_DL 


